Ozone Song
(Fighting-Fit Phytoplankton)

by David Haines

Lively \( \text{♩}=120 \)

INTRO [straight 8s]

Humans lie in the bright sunshine but its rays aren’t all of the

friendly kind

UV A rays age the skin

*optional repeat if needed
UVB rays burn it but just in...... Case you thought it was all bad news

Ultra-violet light makes vitamin D in him

in her in me in you too

It isn't just humans that have to take care of ultra-violet traveling through space then air We
phy-to-plank-ton living in the sea For pho-to-syn-the-sis need U V But
too much bleaches out the green and da-ma-ges our D N A,

yes, we've been..... Ha-ving a hard time for ma-ny years But

now let's cele-brate, whoop and cheer That Big An-tarc-tic o-
zone hole Is healing now thanks to the Montreal Protocol

Healing thanks to the Montreal Protocol Healing thanks to the

REFRAIN 1 [swung]

Protocol In swung time We're delightful fighting fit, floating

phytoplankton Living in the big wet sea Tiny
mighty thriving feisty phytoplankton  

cinning nature's choreography  

naughty humans sprayed ozone depleting stuff Such as  

chlorofluoro carbons into the air enough to
Interfere with ozone That shields Earth from UV rays But international action has succeeded in reversing ozone's decay hooray hooray

Refrain 2

Hooray! We're delightful fighting-fit, floating phytoplankton Living in the big wet sea Tiny mighty thronging thriving feisty
phytoplankton dancing nature’s choreography

radiation splits molecules in stratosphere

(oxygen) divides, quickly recombines, but hear! One in every half a million

up as ozone, the conqu’ring hero from shields our
planet-ary home  His home, her home, my home, your home

B R I D G E

Ev’ry body’s home!
We’re life’s founda-tion

food  We phy-to-plank-on down at the bot-tom of the food chain

And now the o-zone hole is heal-ing  We’re fee-ling fit-ter so once a- gain
REFRAIN 3 & CODA

once again We're delightful fighting fit, floating

phyto-plankton Living in the big wet sea Tiny

mighty thronging thriving feisty phyto-plankton Dancing nature's choreography (it's twinkle toes zone)
Dancing nature's choreography (thanks to ozone)

Dancing nature's choreography!
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